A TCO-Friendly Alternative to
2-socket Mainstream Servers

Scale-Up Workloads
Many of your customers run scale-up workloads. 4socket servers are ideal for these workloads, which
benefit from the higher compute headroom and the
higher density of other resources. The computeintensive and data-intensive workloads need both
outstanding, parallel compute power and the ability
to keep data as close as possible to the CPU cores
where it will be processed. Scale-up workloads need
many compute cores per node, outstanding percore performance and high memory and storage
capacity and performance to minimize latency and
performance penalties, especially when transmitting
across nodes.

The Intel® Server System M70KLP
Family sets a new standard for 2U,
upper-end mainstream servers by
combining extraordinary TCO,
performance and density for both
scale-up or scale-out workloads.
These servers deliver more
performance headroom, enabling
your customers to consolidate
workloads with less sprawl and
lower operating costs.

Limited Competition
Many OEMs and vendors do not offer 4-socket servers based on 3rd Gen Intel®
Xeon® Scalable processors despite there being use cases that can benefit from
4-socket servers with the latest, platform-wide technology innovations, like the
Intel® Server System M70KLP Family. Your ability to fill that gap for customers
who can benefit from the performance, scalability and flexibility of the Intel
Server System M70KLP Family can be a huge advantage, making you the
partner who can deliver on all your customers’ infrastructure needs.

Extraordinary Compute Headroom and Scalability

Massive Memory Capacity

Scale-up workloads place heavy demands on your processors and benefit
from the high per-core performance and massive parallel processing capacity
of 4-socket 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors.

Scale-up workloads are extremely data intensive. The Intel®
Server System M70KLP Family delivers up to 6 TB DRAM per
server or up to 15 TB total memory with Intel® Optane™
persistent memory 200 series in App Direct Mode. That
enables you keep more data closer to the processor,
reducing the need to access data across server nodes, which
creates latency and performance penalties.

These latest generation processors deliver outstanding compute headroom
and the scalability for the most demanding scale-up workloads, such as SAP
HANA, analytics and data warehouse needs.
And it’s not just more cores. 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors include
innovative performance enhancements, such as Enhanced Intel® Deep
Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost) with VNNI and New bfloat16 and Intel®
Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel® AVX-512). They also boost
performance and throughput for the most demanding AI inferencing, training,
analytics and computationally demanding tasks.

Outstanding Storage Density
Storage capacity and performance is critical for
scale-up workloads due to their data-intensive and
compute-intensive data. The Intel® Server System
M70KLP Family includes up to 24 drive bays of SAS,
SATA and high-speed NVMe storage to fuel your
processors with the data they need.

What’s the easiest way to reduce server operating costs
and data center sprawl? Consolidate more workloads per
server.
While few customers consider 4-socket servers when
choosing servers to run their mainstream, scale-out

Greater Workload Consolidation
With up to 112 cores per server, the Intel Server System
M70KLP Family provides the compute headroom
needed for greater workload consolidation. Its 3rd Gen
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors also integrate two
interconnects (UPIs) between each pair of processors—
enabling double the inter-processor bandwidth of the
previous generation to mitigate the performance penalty
incurred when accessing resources (memory, PCIe
connections, etc.) across processors.
Intel Server System M70KLP Family eliminates those
bottlenecks, delivering double the inter-processor
bandwidth with zero hops required. By greatly reducing
the performance penalty, its four processors begin to get
closer to performing as a single, many-core processor—
while maintaining the high memory capacity and
performance advantage from a 4-socket system with 12
DDR4 DIMM slots per processor, with 6 memory
channels and up to 3,200 MT/s performance.

workloads, the Intel® Server System M70KLP Family isn’t
like a typical 4-socket server. It’s designed with 2-socket
sensibility and flexibility in mind. Yet it’s compute and
memory density make it a great choice for delivering
outstanding performance, while consolidating more
mainstream workloads per 2U server.

More VMs and Containers
Per Server
And, with up 6 TB of DRAM
memory per server, the Intel
Server System M70KLP Family
delivers the additional memory
headroom you need to run more
VMs and containers per server.

Reduced Operating Expenses and Reduced Data Center Sprawl
For customers who need to reduce operating expenses or reduce data center sprawl, you
can offer a truly differentiating platform to help them achieve their goals, and help them
think differently about 4-socket servers for their mainstream workload demands.

